
TECHNICAL INFORMATION BULLETIN 
 Fault Code 43 on Thermador Pro Ranges  
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A fault code 43 (Cooling Fan Not Operating) 
may occur on Thermador Pro ranges if an 
incorrect accessory backsplash has been 
installed. The vent(s) on the backsplash must be 
positioned directly behind the cooling fan(s) as 
shown in the photos. If the vent(s) are not 
properly aligned with the fan(s), insufficient airflow 
may cause the fan to shut down and a code 43 
will result. 

 

 

 
A fault code 43 may also occur if the sail switch assembly is mounted on the cooling fan at a downward angle as 
shown below.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

When the fan is off, the switch should be in the open position, and when the fan is on, the switch should be in the 
closed position. However, if the sail switch is mounted to the fan housing at a downward angle, and the sail is 
pulled further downward by the airflow of the fan, there may not be sufficient force to return the sail to its starting 
position (switch open) when the oven is turned off. If the switch is left in the closed position, a fault code 43 will 
result the next time the oven is used. 

All Pro ranges built prior to September 2007 (prior to FD 8709) were built with a sail switch and may be affected 
(see page 2 for a list of models). 

To resolve the issue, reposition the switch mounting plate so that it is parallel to the bottom of the cooling 
fan housing. 

TOOLS REQUIRED 
Drill  Size 25 Drill bit  Phillips-head screw driver  

INSTRUCTIONS 
After disconnecting power to the range and accessing the cooling fan area in the rear of the unit… 

Remove two screws which are securing the 
switch mounting plate to cooling fan housing. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Reposition mounting plate on fan housing so that 
right screw hole on plate is aligned with center screw 
hole on right edge of fan housing. 
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Reattach switch mounting plate to fan housing 
using one of the original screws; bottom of switch 
mounting plate must be parallel to bottom of fan 
housing. 
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Carefully drill a new hole in fan housing by using 
left mounting plate screw hole as a guide. Do not let 
metal shavings fall into electrical components.

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Insert remaining screw to fully secure the switch 
mounting plate in the new position. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Before replacing rear panel and returning range 
to its original position, operate the oven in Bake 
mode a minimum of two or three times, turning oven 
off in between tests.  

Confirm the following… 

 The sail moves freely and without 
interference; if necessary, gently bend the 
sail down slightly. 

 The fan is operating normally and fault code 
43 has been resolved.  

 

 
 

 

PRO RANGE MODELS WITH SAIL SWITCH 

 
For additional assistance, please contact our Technical Support Team at 800 444-9091. 

Visit QuickFinder at http://portal.mch.bshg.com/portal. 

~FD PRIOR TO 8709~ 
DP304CC PD364GLBS PG364GEBS PGR364GLZS PRD366EHU PRG366US 
DP304CS PD366BS PG364GLBLP PGR366LP PRD484ECG PRG484ECG 
DP364GECC PD484GED PG364GLBS PGR366ZS PRD484EEG PRG484GGUS 
DP364GECS PD484GGBS PG366BLP PGR484GGLP PRD484EEHC PRG486EDG 
DP364GLCC PD484GGEBS PG366BS PGR484GGZS PRD484EEHU PRG486ELG 
DP364GLCS PD486GDBS PG484GGBLP PGR486GDLP PRD486EDG PRG486GDUS 
DP366CC PD486GEBS PG484GGBS PGR486GDZS PRD486EDHC PRG486GLUS 
DP366CS PD486GLBS PG484GGEBL PGR486GLLP PRD486EDHU PRL304EG 
P304CLP PDR304ZS PG484GGEBS PGR486GLZS PRD486ELG PRL304EH 
P304CS PDR364GDZS PG486GDBLP PRD304EG PRG304EG PRL364EDG 
P364GECLP PDR364GLZS PG486GDBS PRD304EHC PRG304EH PRL364EDH 
P364GECS PDR366ZS PG486GEBLP PRD304EHU PRG304US PRL364ELG 
P364GLCLP PDR484GGZS PG486GEBS PRD364EDG PRG364EDG PRL364ELH 
P364GLCS PDR486GDZS PG486GLBLP PRD364EDHC PRG364EDH PRL366EG 
P366CLP PDR486GLZS PG486GLBS PRD364EDHU PRG364ELG PRL366EH 
P366CS PG304BLP PGR304LP PRD364ELG PRG364ELH PRL484ECG 
PD304BS PG304BS PGR304ZS PRD364ELHC PRG364GDUS PRL486EDG 
PD364GDBS PG364GDBLP PGR364GDLP PRD364ELHU PRG364GLUS PRL486ELG 
PD364GEBS PG364GDBS PGR364GDZS PRD366EG PRG366EG  
PD364GED PG364GEBLP PGR364GLLP PRD366EHC PRG366EH  

Drill 
here

http://portal.mch.bshg.com/portal

